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The following should be acknowledged as a manifesto and archive of the Department 
of Decay: an institution, research group, and laboratory dedicated to the universal 
advancement of all forms of decomposition. We believe that an understanding of 
our world at large begins with an eye trained under a microscope. It is at this scale 
where each of our explorations begins and it is here that we discover potential for 
reanimating the ruin.
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decay

is

a paradox

seeming to defy its very existence,
decay is

a simultaneous

process of

material death

and of

material growth
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decay

is

an exercise in control

when working with

an aspect of nature, like decay,
the struggle becomes

whether to control

or not to control.

at what point in the process

do we manipulate

or let decay grow freely?
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decay

is

sight / site specific

how we frame relationships

between organisms and sites,
reveals the power of scale

in shaping our understanding of the world around us

similarly a site and sight are crucial factors

when working with decay.
with the naked eye,

decay is a building in ruins

or through a microscope

decay is an abstracted landscape.
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decay

is

subversive process

integral to any

play with decay 
is the notion

that on one level

there is a transgression in nature.

we are no longer

passively observing the process of decay

but intimately changing

and projecting an intention

upon the properties of a material.
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